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Q: Different CSS Styles in Inspect Element Is it possible to have 2 style sheets, one for when I use
Inspect Element on a page and one when I am using a link to the stylesheet? The reason why I am

doing this is because I want to use a different background-color for my footer for different pages I have,
so I want different styles to apply on a specific page. I know the best way is to just have a style sheet

for each page but it is too much work. I have seen some examples where the stylesheet names have to
be the same as well, but that doesn't help me because I want different pages to use different

stylesheets. Does anyone have a solution to this problem? A: I think that the two pages you want to
style should either share the same header or they should have different headers. If they share the

same header, then it's simple enough to link the specific ones in the Inspector, otherwise, you'll either
have to create different links for each style sheet, or use css classes. If you just want to style different
parts of a page, you don't need to have two separate stylesheets. You can try something like this: Link
stylesheet to #home Link stylesheet to #about In your HTML, include the links: Edit: adding class via
link instead of setting style attributes. Edit 2: Like I said, if you're linking to a stylesheet that you want

to link for use in multiple pages, you can have it in one document and also modify it for each page. The
same goes for JavaScript. If you're using multiple stylesheets for different parts of the same page, then I

suggest that you organize your code logically so you can make one stylesheet and then edit it for
individual parts. Directions to Hotel Anna FROM MY HOME IN CUMBERLAND: In both directions, US-220

toward UNC-CH and the Durham Bulls stadium and Durham,
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